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Communication Report Regarding the Incident on The Residual Heat Removal
System at The Nuclear Power Plant of Civaux May 12, 1998

Philippe Chadeyron, EDF Production Transport, CNPE de Civaux

What Happened Technically?

The RRA (Risidual Heat Removal System) of unit I had a leak of 28Om3while the reactor was shut
down for a period of days, for normal start up tests. The leak was caused by a crack in a weld on a
pipe of 25cm in diameter. The liquid was completely contained within the Reactor Building
containment; absolutely nothing leaked outside of the Reactor Building. This incident was classed
level 2 on the INES scale.

The Context

The incident on the RRA system of Civaux I on May 12, 1998 occurred during a period both Locally
and Nationally that did not facilitate Media Management.

On the national level, May 12, 1998 corresponded to the release of a report - with extended news
coverage - by the Director of the DSIN (National Safety Authorities) on the transportation of used
fuel.

On the local level, the incident occurred while unit I was in the process of start up tests (at 50%
power) and caused a shock in local confidence; the public was not prepared for an eventual incident,
even with the recent campaign around the distribution of Iodine tablets. The community had an image
of the Power Plant as a worksite. On the other hand, the length abnormally long of the construction,
permitted us to reinforce certain messages, notably the Nuclear Power Plant <<The Most Modem In
The Worl&. The context of this event that we may judge as a-typical has certain considerations which
inevitably limit the range of experience feedback. However, the nature of the incident and it's Media
Management remains instructive.

The Communication Immediately following the Incident: The Efforts Toward Transparency
Are Rewarding

The number of repercussions in the regional and national press are significant: Close to 200 articles to
date, numerous radio and TV coverage, with a period of < crisis>> concentrated over approximately six
weeks. (The first two weeks are calm enough).

At 730 in the morning of May 13'h, the first press release was issued. At 200 prn a second press
release was sent; indicating the level on the INES Scale 2 Speed and transparency in the
distribution of information was insured. The site had a sense of accomplishment faced with the
media's reaction and their request for immediate and transparent information.

During the days and weeks that followed, while keeping up with the state of events, numerous press
releases (nine up to August I and press conferences (three up to June 15'h) were offered.

Two days after the incident we understood better its extent and evaluated better its technical
consequences and psychological potential on the inhabitants of the region. A post incident
communication plan was proposed by the site, to respond to initial worries and initial rumors. Elected
Officials, the President of the Local Information Commission of Civaux, the Prefecture, Health
Officials, Teachers and the other traditional lines of communication had been the object of continuous
quality information.



The public at large was given specific attention and an iformation leaflet was created and distributed
in the mailboxes of 19 surrounding towns concerned by a potential evacuation plan. EDF personnel
and Unions were regularly informed through several speeches by the Plant Manager.

Two weeks after the incident, bad planning in the distribution of information provoked a media crisis
that continued throughout the month of June. More than twenty organisations positioned themselves
against the NPP, and criticized its non transparency. The theme <Information and Transparency>>
becomes a subject in and of itself. The Nuclear field will be judged each time in this area, which
could be almost more important than the incident itself

The Areas For Improvement In terms of Communication

The first Press Release must not be positioned as an alibi. This could overshadow the efforts made
towards a more global view.

The importance in the Xhoice of Words>>:

Nuclear vocabulary uses words that are natural to the Nuclear Industry, but may cause fear to the mass
population (contamination), (compared to the consequences of the dose rates, which are minor. Here
we are talking about a dose rate equivalent to one percent of the annual rate). Transparency requires
one to give numbers, but it does not require the use of words which have a negative connotation, (i.e.
contamination), except if necessary

The Idea of a Target Audience used to relay information does not completely work.

The Media plays its role, but how many read or listen, and is it enough?

The Elected Officials do not relay the information, and criticize via the media, the insufficient amount
of information.

Above all, the local population does not have direct contact with EDF, and it expects information
from the source.

Logically it seems that:

The question of holding public meetings, despite the risks, should be systematically asked.

The distribution of a News Flash directly from the NPP to the surrounding inhabitants via the mail in
the two days following an incident is necessary. The project of creating the leaflet overshadowed the
idea of creating a News Flash. Reinforcing the communication team would permit the implementation
of all these ambitious but necessary projects.

It seems necessary to enlarge the geographic zone of the public at large as well as the officials
compared to our usual action.

The Problems Surrounding A Spokesperson

Naming the Plant Manager as <<Spokesperson>> seems like an easy solution, in reality it is not
necessarily a good one.

1. Giving this role directly to the Plant Manager automatically gives the idea that the incident is very
serious; the first step creates the perception of the crisis.

2. Giving this role to the Plant Manager, creates difficulties in changing the message. For example:

• In the case of technical evolution.

• In the case of eventual isinformation by the Plant Manager, directly connected to changes in
the data.

In these cases you run a serious risk of prematurely weakening the position of the Plant Manager.
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On the contrary, if the Deputy Plant Manager (i.e.) is the spokesperson the effects of an error are
less serious and correctable by the Plant Manager.

3. Finally and probably the most important: place the Plant Manager outs de of the confusion, by
limiting the pressure caused by the incident and the media. This should permit better crisis
management.

To Deny or not Deny

In a Cisis situation several organisations use media to communicate, they sometimes do not hesitate
to give riisinfon-nation. During the incident on the RRA System, the NPP decided not to deny in
writing any isinformation in the hopes that it would not enter into controversy. Meanwhile, making
press cls to rectify the worse isinformation in person was more effective and created awareness
amongst journalists in

Stopping a Crisis

A crisis can last forever. Your Strategy should foresee a deadline. For Civaux this deadline was
created by a Press Conference <<Assessment>> in Poitiers in the presence of the Prefecter of the rgion,
the Director of the DSIN (Safety Authorities), EDF Direction and the Plant Manager.

Conclusion

A few months after the incident, hindsight helps, we can say that the media management of the RRA
incident on, May 12th was in the image of its technical management, that is to say well mastered, and
outside of the incident itself close to perfect. Obviously, the work we did during crisis exercises
reaped its rewards.

What is missing to advance to the next level?

Maybe a bit of psychology, to attempt to surmise what a leak of radioactive water could represent in
the public's eyes as well as the Media's who ignore the safety culture>> (back-up trains etc.) and who
still have fresh in their memories the Tchernobyl accident.

The vital Experience Feedback we collected and that of the Nuclear Industry since it exists incident
after incident, even if immeasurable progress has been made (Civaux is a good example) our technical
culture remains a hinderence towards a good estimation of the emotional level that such an incident
can cause.

Otherwise said, we still have progress to make on measuring the impact of an incident, not on the
technical consequences nor the seriousness, but on the psychological impact it may have on the
public.

Beyond the crisis, this incident also showed how essential it is to dare talking about incidents and
Safety Culture before intervening. The intimate enemy of Nuclear Energy is above all the relative
ignorance in which the population finds itself We still have work to do...
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Annex

Some good Practices to Remember ...

• The speed with which the first press release is sent (very important for the perception of the
population to the transparency of the site).

• Numerous press conferences (remember the response is always in comparison with the
investment). It insures press coverage up to three times more than a press release and permits the
journalist to single themselves out.

• Information leaflet with its large distribution, toll free number and personal responses...

• Quick and continuous information distribution to elected officials, CLI Commission Local
d'Information - Local Information Commission) and the NPP Civaux staff and unions.

• Good communication with Paris Headquarters.

• Information Flash distributed in each mailbox within a to 10 km radius.

• Public Meetings (depending on the nature of the incident).

• Special meetings <Elected Officials>> (invite high level elected officials).

• An information package targeted towards the Medical profession (signed by the NPP doctor).

• Information on the WEB.


